Aldin-Ahari attracted the attention of Shiite Safavid kings to the city during Safavid Dynasty. Despite the importance of Ahar in the course of history, no comprehensive research has been conducted about the urban features of Ahar. The main issue of this research is to find the features of spatial-urban organization of the city. The geographical situation of Ahar is 38 degrees and 46 minutes' north latitude and 47 degrees and 0.6 minutes' length east, and it is located in a region named Qara-Dagh with an estimated area of 9000 kilometers and with diverse natural and climatic features. Ahar is in the central part of this flat and plain-like area which is situated in the altitude of 1341 meters higher than the sea level, among Gachi Ghiran mountains in south (altitude of 2827 meters), Qashqa-Dagh mountains in southeast (altitude of 3149 meters) and Shivar mountains in north (altitude of more than 2500 meters) ( Figure 1 ). The Ahar-river flows in the southern part of Ahar in west-east direction. Alirezariver and Rangool-river cross it from west and Kichikriver from the middle and have several branches². The most historical name from view point of the situation the city is placed in is related to Assyrian inscriptions. Assyrians in their inscriptions have referred to the area from the Aras-river up to the Avrin Dagh and Ghara Dagh mountains as "San Gi Bouto", and it has been a part of a country named Urartu¹. On the other hand, since the time of Mongol Ilkhans the word Qara-Dagh itself has referred to the mountainous region in the center of which Ahar is located. Some writers have attributed the calling of the region as Qara-Dagh to the existence of Basalt and the blackness of its mountains³. Since the year of 1315 (Iranian calendar) and during the second trip of Reza Shah Pahlavi to the region with the aim of supervision on the residence of nomads, the historic name of the region was changed… into Arasbarant . According to the early 19 th century's British diplomat and the author of "Adventures of hajji Baba of Isfahan" 1 , James Morier, the city prior to Islam was called "hara". "From the name of Ahar it can be gathered that this city is the same "hara", which according to the book "Chronicles", chapter 5, verse 26 2 , was one of the three cities to which the Jewish tribes of "Reubenites", "Gadites" and half of "Manasseh" were exiled by Assyrian king "Tilgath Pilneser". … The letters which are in the words also exist in Ahar, and transposing the syllables or the letters with more or less the same sound is common in the East… Its relative location which is in the vicinity of Khalkhal and Abhar also confirms the above surmise…" u . Also Mu'jam Albaldan has discussed the usage of the word "Ahrij" instead of Ahar: "I saw one of the rhetoricians by the name of Ya'mar, the son of hassan, the son of Mozafar, the secretary scholar and the writer of compiled letters, who in his letters called Ahar as Ahrij, and I guess that he himself was from that city…" v .
Fig. 1: Ahar locations in Iran methodology
The urban evolution process distinguishes based on the architectural elements and the analysis of historical writings and documents. The aim of this investigation is to find the shaping and structural features, also extract the existing relations among the formed divisions in different historical periods. Question of the research: which components have affected the formation and development of Ahar in the historical periods? The indications of pre-Islamic period are in the present-day location of Ahar, but the spatial organization of it has been developed within the Islamic period. This investigation is of fundamental-theoretical type which utilizes the descriptive-analytic method based on the analysis of historical documents' contents. The necessary information has been obtained through library studies and field studies (table 1). 
Archaeological researches
According to the researches of German archaeologists, out of the documents related to the centuries before Islam, is the remnants of a castle (Figure 2 ) 20 kilometers north of Ahar³. The Seqendel Inscription, (Figure 3 In other words, analyzing the above matter we can reach the conclusion that Ahar was a developed and commercial city due to having close relations with the capital, and undoubtedly enjoyed an urbanization system and architectural elements specific to an Islamic city. "Zeynalabdin Shirvani" in his book "The Flower Bed of Journeys" 1 , written in 13 th century of the hegira (19 th century A.D.), refers to Ahar as a "delightsome village from Azerbaijan territory which 
Skeletal development Trend of Ahar
The study of historical documents shows that Ahar had partial architectural and urban structures prior to Islam, and the city has undergone some changes under the impact of political-social and religious events occurred in the vicinity of the city and the region after Islam, which can be classified as below.
Prior to Islam
Based on his writings, the formation of Ahar and its initial core can be occurred near the confluence of the Ahar-river and the Kichik-river ( Figure 9 ). During his visits in the year of 1342 -Iranian calendar-, there exited the remnants of buildings in this area which are known as Zaleshlar and Dizelasht, and there were two cemeteries in both sides of this region, which still exist. The researcher refers to the etymology of the region's name (Zaleshlar and Dizelasht): "Zaleshlar is the same as Zarathustras, composed of Zalesh=Zarathustra and Lar which is a plural suffix in Turkish. Dizelasht is a combination of the two words monastery and Zarathustra which has changed in compact form into the present name" ¹v . During the archeological operations conducted in recent years by Cultural Legacy and Tourism Organization of Azerbaijan province, an area related to the first millennium BC, known as "Kul Tapeh", was discovered around this region. Based on these findings, the specified position in the south of the present-day Ahar can be considered as the origin of residence in this city. There are evidences which show residence in these areas was disrupted for a while due to the following reasons: The cessation of repair and maintenance of the Jame mosque since the second half of the 18 th century A.D., using the word "external bathhouse" for the neighboring bathhouse of the Jame mosque, the current gossip among Ahar people to the effect that the Jame mosque had been deserted and buried for a while and was revived after many years, and the existence of a completely Qajar residential context in this area despite the presence of the Jame mosque, which has a much more antiquity. The reason of this disruption can be due to the terrible earthquake of Tabriz in 1779 AD²p in which Ahar was also destroyed due to its close distance to Tabriz, or it can be due to another earthquake toward the end of 18 th century A.D., about which, unfortunately, there exists no report. Although during this time the Jame mosque and the context around it loses its previous boom, it does not mean that residence in this place was stopped for many years. Construction in this area gradually and along with the development of the city began, so that today some valuable houses dating back from Qajar period can be seen in these neighborhoods ( Figure 14) . It is to be noted that the Jame mosque is placed in a much lower position compared to present-day surrounding buildings, which confirms the possibility of later construction on the ruins of the old buildings which are perhaps contemporary with the Jame mosque. 
Qajar Period
Whereas in this period the city development often took place in the north of the previous settlements, construction on the previous city continued (Figure 15 ). While the urban role of the Jame mosque in the damaged part lost significance, other mosques were built in the city, the most important of which, based on the stone inscription of 1860 ADw , was the wooden mosque of "Sheikh Emad" (Figure 16 ). This mosque can be considered as the second important. This mosque can be considered as the second important mosque and the religious pole of Ahar, which along with the bazaar as the city's commercial pole are commonly considered as the center of Ahar. Series of roofed and unroofed bazaars made of entering gates up to the city center are the significant urban elements of this period, which according to the inscription installed in the roofed bazaar (Figure 17 ), "Rashid Almolk" in 1903 AD founded the dome of the central part of this large building. Undoubtedly, the construction of such a large bazaar as the roofed bazaar of Ahar cannot be attributed to the efforts of one single person in a single period. Different requirements, potentials of city and region also physical structure such as routes, barriers and city gates are influenced to formation and expansion of bazaar which are achieved during long times. however, Rashid-Al-Molk action can be regarded. As a kind of business atmosphere organization in the city, which had employed all previous potentials and capabilities. On the other hand, due to the connection of unroofed bazaars to roofed bazaars from several directions, we can talk of a kind of reconstruction conducted by Rashid-Al-Molk in the present-day location of the bazaar through the destruction of a place similar to the present-day unroofed bazaars, and building a roofed bazaar. In this period there also existed a fortification around Ahar, and entry to the city was possible through gates. The location of the city's entering gates can be found through tracing the commercial and residential architecture of this period and knowing the suburban cemeteries and the historical routes into the city. The four gates form Tabriz, Kaleybar, Ardabil (entry form Meshkin shahr to Ahar was done through this route too), and howrand routes were the entrances into the city. The city included nine neighborhoods, namely Karbalayee-Karim, Uch-Dokan, Dabbagh-Khaneh, Dieh-Masjed, Sadatloo, Nakhjavanloo, hasel-hayati, Sheikh-Emad, and Bazaar²¹. James Morieh around 1810 AD writes,"… In Ahar gate, there is a conspicuous building on the hill, which can be seen from afar. here is the tomb of Sheikh Shahab Aldin, the teacher of Sheikh Safi, who according to Iranians is the founder of Safavid dynasty. … Ahar is the capital of Qara-Dagh. It has very high barriers…" u . As the tomb of Sheikh Shahab Aldin Ahari can be seen in the heights of the city suburb when approaching the city gate (Figure 18 ), his entry to Ahar can be known to be from Tabriz gate.
reduction of local fights, the fortifications around the city gradually lost defending significance and the city grew out of its walls. During these changes, the most important of which in Qara-Dagh was accommodating nomads in the areas around Ahar up to 1937t , probably the first group which began to construct outside the city's fortifications and caused the city to develop, were affluent and middle class people who left the small houses within the castle and began building large houses outside it²¹. In this period Ahar was expended in the north, west and southeast areas through the development of Sadatloo neighborhood and formation of Dr. Ghasem Khan (the son of haj hassan, a formerly wealthy individual in Ahar) and "Galik Alti" neighborhoods ( Figure 19 ). Some of the garden-houses built at that period exist today, out of which the houses of "Dr. Ghasem Khan" ( Figure 20 ) and "Bashir Amer" can be cited, which were built during the early stages of Pahlavi in accordance with the common patterns of Qajar era.
Fig. 18: Ahar view from west (Tabriz gate) ²²
In 1299 -Iranian calendar-(1968 AD) the military government senior commander of Qara-Dagh in a war with the nomads of haj Khajeloos, Shahsavans, and haj Alilos, ordered to erect seven three-story towers around Ahar, in addition to the fortifying wall of the city, and build trenches in the southern neighborhoods. These measures had a significant contribution to the protection of the city which was surrounded for four months by attackerst . Also, "hamideh Khanum Javanshir" after reaching Ahar in 1920 (1299 of Iranian calendar, toward the end of Qajar government), which undoubtedly was after the war between the senior commander and nomads of Qara-Dagh, writes about it, "Advisers… told that the city gates are closed immediately after sunset because of the turbulence… The sun was about to set when we reached the city. The castle doors were closed. Mirza Ali Akbar got off the horse and told something to the guard. The door was opened and we entered…" ²³. Based on these remarks the existence of tower and castle up to 1299 -Iranian calendar-is confirmed. These people entered Ahar from Kaleybar route gate.
Pahlavi Period
The action taken in "Persian Constitutional Revolution" 1 period 1906 -1925 for establishing a federal government caused many local fights which weakened the cities' security. This led to the easy acceptance of Reza Khan by people in 1925. Following the fights with the regional oppositions and eliminating the opposition Khans, which undoubtedly led to the establishment of security in cities and After the first decades of the beginning of Pahlavi government, the gradual changes in people's life and livelihood caused the development of the city to gain speed through increase in population, immigration to cities from villages, and consequently establishment of new neighborhoods in waste lands around the city. Also the condition of the former city is transformed through changes resulting from establishing streets and widening roads. The east neighborhoods of the Kichik-river, north and west of the SheikhShahab-Aldin complex, and Sheikh Shahab Aldin north-south street, are belong to this period ( Figure 21 ). The architecture of this period has differences with that of the previous periods in pattern, material composition, details, and decorations. The architectural characteristic of this period, to be seen in municipality building ( Figure  22 ), some schools (Figure 23 ), and residential houses of Ahar. 
Conclusion
It is possible to prove the existence of Ahar in preIslamic period. The etymology of Ahar and several places of it confirm the existence of a city in the present position at pre Islamic period. The Urartian inscriptions in the skirt of the "Zaghi" mount and the remnants of Sassanid castles in the vicinity of Ahar, are some evidences for this case. Ahar is accurately listed beside of other cities in valid documents and maps of Islamic periods. Also in some of them it has been explained. Awareness about the situation and city condition in the Islamic period, through analysis of historical sources is possible. Ahar is referred to as a developed city in all documents of the early centuries of Islam. Short distance to Tabriz as a city which for long has been the political, religious and scientific pole of Iran especially between the 10 th and 14 th century A.D., and the existence of the court of Sheikh Shahab Aldin Ahari has caused the famous religious and state people to be present there and the city expanded. Despite the existence of the Jame mosque dating back to Seljuk's and the khanqah and shrine complex of Sheikh Shahab Aldin which were built during several hundred years up to Safavid dynasty, based on the information obtained from historical documents, the major context of the historical city of Ahar belongs to Qajar period, and the commercial elements of the city including roofed and unroofed ones are the major architectural monuments which has reached us from that period. While there also exist houses, mosques, bathhouses belonging to this period in the central context of the city, especially around the Jame mosque's bazaar, as well as valuable garden-houses from Qajar dynasty and governmental and service providing buildings from Pahlavi dynasty, the city can be seen to develop and grow in different historical periods while keeping its significance (Table 2) .
